We are developing a Compton telescope based on high resolution Si and CdTe detectors for astrophysical observations in sub-MeV/MeV gamma-ray region. Recently, we constructed a prototype Compton telescope which consists of six layers of double-sided Si strip detectors and CdTe pixel detectors to demonstrate the basic performance of this new technology. By irradiating the detector with gamma-rays from radio isotope sources, we have succeeded in Compton reconstruction of images and spectra. The obtained angular resolution is 3.9 • (FWHM) at 511 keV, and the energy resolution is 14 keV (FWHM) at the same energy. In addition to the conventional Compton reconstruction, i.e., drawing cones in the sky, we also demonstrated a full reconstruction by tracking Compton recoil electrons using the signals detected in successive Si layers. By irradiating 137 Cs source, we successfully obtained an image and a spectrum of 662 keV line emission with this method. As a next step, development of larger double-sided Si strip detectors with a size of 4 cm × 4 cm is underway to improve the effective area of the Compton telescope. We are also developing a new low-noise analog ASIC to handle the increasing number of channels. Initial results from these two new technologies are presented in this paper as well.
Introduction
Astrophysical observations in the soft gamma-ray region ranging from about 100 keV to MeV is essential to study high energy phenomena in the universe, such as nucleosynthesis and particle acceleration. However, the observation sensitivity in this energy band is still limited due to high background, low detection efficiency, and difficulty of imaging by means of focusing technology. A Compton telescope with good energy and angular resolution is a difficult but promising way to bring a breakthrough in this energy band.
In a Compton telescope, the deposited energy and position of the gammaray interactions with detectors are recorded. When a gamma-ray photon is detected, its energy (E in ) and the scattering angle (θ) can be determined as,
where E 1 is the energy of the recoil electron, E 2 is that of the scattered gammaray, and m e is the rest mass of an electron. The incident direction of a gammaray is determined as a cone with a vertical angle of θ. As shown in Eq. 2, the incident direction of a gamma-ray is calculated from the observed position and deposited energy of the interactions. Therefore, position and energy resolutions of component detectors are crucial for obtaining higher angular resolution. Employing semiconductor imaging spectrometers, with their good resolutions, is hence a promising approach to realize high sensitivity Compton telescopes. From this point of view, Compton telescopes based on Si, Ge ,CZT and CdTe are proposed and development is on-going by many groups [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Based on the idea proposed from our group [6, 7] , we are developing a new Compton telescope utilizing Si and CdTe detectors with high position and energy resolutions [8] [9] [10] . Fig. 1 shows the schematic picture of our Si/CdTe semiconductor Compton telescope. In the telescopes, Si detectors work mainly as scatterers and CdTe detectors mainly work as absorbers. This combination is efficient especially in the sub-MeV region since the probability of Compton scattering in Si is larger than that of photo-absorption in this energy band and photo-absorption is dominant in CdTe up to 300 keV. Additionally, Si works as scatterers better than other materials with larger atomic numbers in terms of Doppler broadening, which limits the angular resolution of Compton telescopes [11] . Low noise readout system for the scatterer is also the key to realize not only good angular resolution but also lower detection threshold. The lower energy coverage is prefered to connect the band pass of Compton telescope with that of the technology using hard X-ray focusing mirror optics [12] .
In this paper, we describe the recent results obtained with our prototype Si/CdTe semiconductor telescopes, which consists of six-layers of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs) and CdTe pixel detectors. We also report on the development of DSSDs with larger areas and low-noise analog ASICs with more channels for the next prototype. Basic performances and detailed discussion on the angular resolution of the prototype is reported in [10] , and the vision of applications of the Si/CdTe Compton telescope to the next-generation high energy astronomy missions can be seen elsewhere [13] [14] [15] .
Experimental Setup
The DSSDs used in our prototype Compton telescope have a thickness of 300 µm. There are 64 strips (2.56 cm long) per side and the strips on the top side are orthogonal to the ones on the back side. The strip pitch is 400 µm and the gap between the strips is 100 µm. By reading out both the p-strips and n-strips, we can obtain two-dimensional position information [16, 20] .
The signals from each channel of the DSSDs are read out with 32-channel low-noise analog ASIC, VA32TA, which we have developed with Ideas ASA, Norway [17, 18] . The strips on the p-side are directly connected to the input pads of the ASICs, and the strips on the n-side are connected via coupling capacitors. For the coupling capacitors and bias resistors on the n-side, we used the RC-chip, which consists of MOS capacitors and polysilicon resistors [20] . The spectral performance of the p-strips is better than that of n-strips since the strip capacitance of n-side is larger due to the more complex geometry implemented on n-side. Therefore, spectral information is obtained only from the p-strips. Fig. 2 shows a photo of the DSSD system and a spectrum of 241 Am obtained with the DSSD operated at −10 • C. The energy resolution for 59.5 keV gamma-rays is 1.3 keV (FWHM).
A photo of the CdTe pixel detector is shown in Fig. 3 (left). The detector is based on the Schottky CdTe diode device, utilizing indium as the anode and platinum as the cathode [19] . The detector has dimensions of 18.55 mm × 18.55 mm and a thickness of 500 µm. The indium side is used as a common electrode and the platinum side is divided into 8 by 8 pixels and a guard ring with a width of 1 mm. The pixel size is 2 mm × 2 mm, and the gap between the pixels is 50 µm. The signals from the detector are also read out with VA32TAs. A spectrum of gamma-rays from 241 Am obtained with the CdTe pixel detector is presented in Fig. 3 (right). The detector was operated at −20
• C and a bias voltage of 800 V was applied. The obtained energy resolution is 1.4 keV (FWHM) for the 59.5 keV line.
We constructed a prototype Compton telescope, utilizing the DSSDs and the CdTe pixel detectors. The arrangement of the detectors is shown in Fig. 4 . The DSSDs are stacked with a gap of 5.4 mm, and two CdTe pixel detectors are placed below the DSSDs and another one is placed on the side. Analog signals from VA32TAs connected to the sensors are handled by the specially designed readout system consisting of the interface card (IFC) and the read out card (ROC) [21] . The IFC provides analog bias currents/voltages, and digital and analog signal repeater functions. The ROC performs analog-todigital conversions, readout sequence controls, and packet generation.
In order to study an angular resolution and spectral performance of the detector, we irradiated the prototype with gamma-rays from various radio isotope sources, which were placed 350 mm above the top DSSD. The whole detector system was operated at −5
• C. In the measurement, triggers from the ASICs connected to the p-strips of the DSSDs and CdTe detectors were enabled. Triggers were generated from the fast shaping amplifiers of VA32TAs with peaking time of 300 ns, and when a trigger was generated, the pulse heights of the slow shaping amplifiers of all channels latched with a delayed pulse 2 µs after the trigger, which equals the peaking time of the slow shaping amplifiers. 
Compton Reconstruction
Compton reconstruction was performed as follows. First, "two-hit events", one hit in a DSSD and one hit in a CdTe detector, were selected from all the events. "Hit" in a DSSD is defined such that only one strip on the p-side has a pulse height above 8 keV, and "hit" in a CdTe detector is defined such that only one pixel of the CdTe detector has a pulse hight above 20 keV. Then, the scattering angle is calculated event by event, by using Eq. 2 with the observed pulse heights. Here, we assume that incident gamma-rays are scattered in the DSSD and absorbed in the CdTe pixel detector. From the calculated scattering angle and the observed hit positions, a Compton cone is drawn in the sky. • is shown together for comparison. The obtained resolution of the scattering angle θ is 3.9
• (FWHM). The obtained angular resolution is consistent with the results from Monte Carlo simulations. From our analyses of experimental data and simulation results, we confirmed the contribution of Doppler broadening is 2.6
• , that of position resolution is 2.7
• , and that of energy resolution is 1.0
• (see Watanabe at al. 2005 for more details [10] ).
Energy of the incident gamma-ray is calculated by summing deposited energy as shown in Eq. 1. Fig. 5 (right) shows a spectrum of gamma-rays from 22 Na. In the spectrum, we selected the events satisfying the condition that the calculated incident angle θ is within 15
• from the source position. The energy resolution of the reconstructed spectrum is measured to be 14 keV (FWHM) at 511 keV.
Full Compton Reconstruction by Tracking Electrons
When kinetic energy of an electron is above ∼ 250 keV, the range of electrons in Si exceeds the thickness of one layer of the DSSD (300 µm). In this case, the recoil electron deposits energy on the successive layers of the DSSDs and the direction of the electron could be tracked from the hit positions. Then, we can fully solve the Compton kinematics from the information obtained with the detectors. Although the information of the direction of electrons are smeared out by the effect of multiple scattering, we can limit the direction of incident gamma-rays as an arc, not a cone. Electron tracking method is commonly used for gas detectors [22] and also for solid state detectors in higher energy band [5] . However, our low-noise readout enables us to utilize this method in lower energy band.
In order to demonstrate the full Compton reconstruction with our prototype Si/CdTe Compton telescope, we irradiated it with 662 keV gamma-rays from 137 Cs and analyzed the obtained data. First, we selected "three-hit events", two hits in successive layers of the DSSDs and one hit in a CdTe pixel detector, from all the data. Then, we solved the Compton kinematics under the hypotheses that
• incident gamma-rays are scattered in the upper layer of the DSSDs, • recoil electrons stop in the lower layer of the DSSDs, • scattered gamma-rays are absorbed in the CdTe detector.
In the calculation of Compton kinematics, the angles between the direction of recoil electrons and that of scattered gamma-rays (α; see Fig. 6 ) are able to be determined in two independent ways: from hit positions (α geom ) and from deposited energy (α kin ), as
α kin = arccos
where e and g are the unit vectors with the direction of the recoiled electrons and that of scattered gamma-rays, respectively. By selecting the events which satisfy
background events can be rejected [23] . We calculated this angle from these two methods, and selected events which showed consistent results, i.e. the difference between the angles are less than 40
• . For the selected events, we drew arcs in the sky and obtained images. The total number of "three-hit events" (two hits in successive layers of the DSSDs and one hit in a CdTe detector) is measured to be 5 % of that of "twohit events" (one hit in a DSSD and one hit in a CdTe). After the kinematical selection of Eq. 5, 95 % of "three-hit events" are rejected (see Fig. 7 ). The rejected events include those in which the scattered gamma-rays are not fully absorbed in CdTe. Also there are events in which the recoil electrons are significantly deflected due to multiple scattering in Si. The events after the selection contain very small portion of background events. Such events are misidentified much more if we do not use the information of the electron track. Since the effect of the multiple scattering becomes smaller for electrons with higher energy, efficiency of this method is expected to be improved for higher energy gamma-rays above MeV. Due to the limited dynamic range of VA32TA chips used in this experiment, demonstration with MeV gamma-rays are not performed here. Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed image of 662 keV gamma-rays from 137 Cs with the "three-hit events" which satisfy the selection. In drawing the image, the width and the length of each arc are evaluated from the energy resolution and position resolution of the component detectors. We also reconstructed a spectrum by selecting the events, the calculated incident directions of which is within 30
• from the source position in the image. The spectrum is shown with solid line in Fig. 7 . The 662 keV peak is clearly identified.
Development for the Next Prototype

4 cm × 4 cm DSSD
With the prototype Compton telescope, we have succeeded in demonstrating the basic performance of a Si/CdTe Compton telescope. As the next step, we are now developing a new prototype with larger area (∼ 5 cm × 5 cm) and larger volume (∼20 layers), in order to improve detection efficiency. For this purpose, we have developed larger DSSDs with dimensions of 4 cm × 4 cm. Fig. 9 is the photo of the DSSD module. The strip length is 3.84 cm, and 96 strips are implanted on each side. The thickness, strip pitch, and the gap between the strips are the same as the 2.56 cm wide DSSDs utilized in the prototype described above. Measured leakage current per strip is 1 nA at 23
• C when a bias voltage of 100 V is applied. Both the body capacitance and the inter-strip capacitance of a p-strip are 5 pF when fully depleted.
We read out signals from all 192 channels with six VA32TA chips. The p-strips are connected directly to the input pads of the ASICs, while the n-strips are connected via coupling capacitors. Fig. 10 (left) shows a shadow image obtained with the DSSD. The shadow mask is a bookmark made of brass with a thickness of 0.8 mm. The image is created by irradiating the DSSD with 22 keV X-rays from 109 Cd. Several strips with no count were noisy and the triggers were disabled. A spectrum of 241 Am obtained with the DSSD is shown in Fig. 10 (right) . In the measurement, the DSSD is operated at −10
• C with a bias of 100 V. The energy resolution is 1.9 keV (FWHM) for 60 keV gamma-rays. This value is a little larger than the expected value which is calculated from the leakage current and capacitance of the DSSD. The second device is under construction for further analyses.
VA64TA ASIC
Larger detector requires larger number of channels to be read out. Because of the thermal designing, lower power per channel is also critical. As the next step to increase the number, we have developed a new analog ASIC, VA64TA, with Ideas.
VA64TA is a 64-channel low-noise analog ASIC, fabricated in the AMS 0.35 µm technology. The architecture of the chip is based on VA32TA, and each channel circuit includes charge sensitive preamplifier -slow CR-RC shaper -sample/hold -analog multiplexier chain (VA section) and fast shaper -discriminator chain (TA section). The shaping time of the slow shaper is variable from 3 µs to 5 µs, and that of the fast shaper is 600 ns. The expected noise performance is (40+12×C d )/ √ τ e − (rms) in ENC, where C d is the load capacitance in pF and τ is the peaking time in µs. The measured power consumption is 0.4 mW per channel, about an order of magnitude lower than the VA32TA chips previously used.
We have tested the VA64TA chips, to which we directly connected a singlesided silicon strip detector (SSSD). The SSSD is fabricated in the same process as the DSSD utilized in our prototype Compton telescope. The strip length is 1.28 cm, and the strip pitch is 400 µm with the gap of 100 µm. The thickness of the detector is 300 µm.
The detector module was operated at −10
• C, and the peaking time of the shaper was set to 3 µs. The obtained spectra in Fig. 11 shows good noise performance of VA64TA chips. The energy resolution is 1.1 keV and 1.2 keV (FWHM) at 59.5 keV and 122 keV, respectively. The energy threshold is as low as ∼ 4 keV, and the 6.4 keV line is seen in the 57 Co spectrum. The energy resolution obtained with VA64TAs is the same value as that of VA32TAs when connected to the same SSSD.
Conclusion
We developed a prototype Si/CdTe semiconductor telescope which consists of six-layer DSSDs and three CdTe pixel detectors. With the prototype, we have succeeded in Compton reconstruction and have achieved an angular resolution of 3.9
• (FWHM) for 511 keV gamma-rays and an energy resolution of 14 keV at the same energy. We also succeeded in Compton reconstruction with recoil electron tracking for 662 keV gamma-rays. This approach is thought to be more effective for MeV region.
For the next prototype, we have developed 4 cm×4 cm DSSDs and a new lownoise and low-power analog ASIC, VA64TA. With the larger DSSD, we have obtained an energy resolution of 1.9 keV for 60 keV gamma-rays. VA64TA chips have operated properly, and their performance is in the same level as VA32TA. With these new technologies, we are now developing a new prototype Compton telescope with 20 layers or more.
